Local Interest Collection: Subject Headings Tutorial
These are subject headings, or special vocabulary used to describe items, ensuring that all items about a particular subject are described in the same way. Click on one to see other resources about the same subject.
Subjects

1 results found

Subject(Summerland (B.C.)--Biography.)
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Search Tips: Select a specific heading to display the titles for that heading or follow a cross-reference to get to a more appropriate heading.
Each of these books will have that same subject heading, though not all are necessarily in the Local Interest Collection.
You can also search for a subject heading in the Advanced Search.
This is one of the results from the Summerland BC subject search. As you can see, the subject heading Summerland (B.C.) is broken down with different subheadings (in this case, History).

Summerland: a project of major proportions / by Ken C. Jones.

Title: Summerland: a project of major proportions / by Ken C. Jones.
Main Author: Jones, Ken, 1943-
Primary Material: Book
ISBN: 1896967221 (regular ed.)
Description: xvi, 187 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 29 cm.
Subjects: Sewerage--British Columbia--Summerland--History.
Summerland (B.C.)--History.
Notes: Includes index.
"Actual story of a small BC town in its struggle against pollution. Written to commemorate the completion of a project of advancement and the future of our environment."
Accompanied by poem on separate sheet laid in.

Holdings Information
Location: Special Collections
Call Number: TD 789 .C32 S86 1998
Number of Items: 1
Status: Available
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